EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT:
Crime Prevention Informational Presentation

WHAT: Informational Presentation on Crime Trends and Prevention Tips
WHEN: TOMORROW, December 5, and THURSDAY, December 6
COST: FREE!

Crime Prevention staff will be hosting information forums for residents of neighborhoods across Eugene. Sergeant Lisa Barrong and her staff will be providing up to date crime statistics and advice on how to protect your home and property from thieves, so that you don’t become another number on the charts.

Don’t miss your chance as these are the final TWO presentations in this series remaining! While each talk will contain some information specific to the neighborhood, these presentations and the tips provided are applicable to everyone throughout Eugene. If you can’t attend or missed the presentation in your area don’t hesitate to join one of the last few.

The public will learn what crime trends the Eugene Police Department is seeing throughout the city; followed by practical tips anyone can do to make their home a “harder target” for criminals. At the completion of the presentation staff will be available to answer the specific crime prevention, questions attendees have and identify their neighborhood crime prevention specialist, a resource that they can call on with questions anytime.

Presentation Dates and Locations

Meetings are 7:00-8:15pm

Upcoming meetings:

| December 5 | Harlow Neighbors  
| Bertha Holt Elementary - 770 Calvin |
| December 6 | Cal Young/Northeast Neighbors / Goodpasture  
| Cal Young Middle School - 2555 Gilham Rd. |
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